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Building a discipline for visual/verbal design has been problematic because the
profession thus far rests on assumptions that make verbal elements reducible to
visual elements and vise versa. Visual elements are recast as objects that can be
“read.” Verbal elements are recast as “background” or spatial “filler” for an otherwise
complete design.
These assumptions of reducibility ignore the status of visual and verbal elements as
sui generis. Because they are “of their own kind,” the interaction of these elements
must become a matter of more careful exploration than we have yet considered.
Describing visual/verbal interaction based on reducibility assumptions can appear to
handle some visual/verbal interactions. This fact explains both the persistence and
popularity of reducibility assumptions in light of their limitations. However, there are
many interactions for which these assumptions are inadequate.
What is needed is a framework that can account not only for cases where reducibility
approaches seem to apply, but also can handle cases where such approaches fail.
To construct an adequate theory, I first collected and analyzed a variety of
visual/verbal examples, limiting my analysis to best practices that encourage
audiences to both look and read. Using this qualitative approach, I discovered six
fundamental kinds of visual/verbal collaboration which I call types of play – a
synonym for collaboration. Each type has compositional elements that are particular
to its category. Each of these collaborative types is an inventional resource that I
found serves specific rhetorical situations.
Using a case study that grew out of that analysis, I will explore one type of play –
Redefining Interplay. Redefining Interplay is particularly effective for presenting
radically new knowledge persuasively. In my thesis, the radically new is not simply
information that is new to a particular group or even complex information that is new
to all groups, but new knowledge that contradicts established expert thinking. In
presenting radically new knowledge, the theorist seeks to change the field. The
audience must abandon preferred and often hard won expert knowledge in order
to take in new and less preferred content.
In the liberal arts, we typically address knowledge locks with text or textual
enhancement (visual asides that give spatial clarity to text). Arguments using linear
text, or even textual enhancement, must be built up over time and pages. Words
alone, while persuasive, may not help us see the big picture quickly enough to
capture it. We can try to solve this problem by presenting the new idea as a verbal
metaphor which makes the radically new idea more vivid and memorable. But in
using that method, we employ a textual solution to fill a visual/verbal need.
In situations concerning the radically new, text is of course necessary, but text alone
has too many options for interpreting the scenic description metaphors contain.
When authors construct scenic descriptions, they must compress that scene and
leave out many details. Therefore, they must depend on the audience to be a reliable
collaborator, one that can build an accurate scene in their mind’s eye that echoes the
author’s intent. But when presenting the radically new, the audience will be an
unpredictable collaborator because the context of understanding is not shared.
The verbal metaphor, therefore, can morph into many unexpected and unwanted
outcomes. I show through this case study, concerning a new theory of textual voice,
why visual/verbal metaphor is a superior method of communicating radically new
knowledge – one that can limit unwanted interpretations and one that has been
ignored for too long.
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Visual/Verbal Meaning Collaboration in Redefining Interplay:
A Case Study Aimed at Developing a Conceptual Framework for Analysis and
Production in Communication Design

Abstract
The study of visual/verbal design has not yet resulted in effective principles of
practice and analysis for the designer because our reigning perspectives either
recast visual messages as objects to be “read,” reduce textual elements to
unexamined “background material,” or remove message interests altogether in
order to focus on the “presentation” of ideas separated from the ideas
themselves. Given particular goals, these reducibility assumptions can yield
reasonable, if incomplete, analyses. This fact explains both the persistence and
popularity of these assumptions in light of their limitations. However, these
assumptions ignore the status of visual and verbal elements as sui generis – “of
their own kind” in significant ways which should make the study of their unique
contributions a matter of careful exploration (Author, 2004).
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Using that new assumption, I collected and analyzed a variety of visual/verbal
examples, limiting my analysis to best practices that encourage audiences to
both look and read. From that qualitative approach, I identified and named eight
fundamental kinds of visual/verbal collaboration which I call types of play – a
synonym for collaboration (Author, 2004).

As the following case study illustrates, that underlying assumption leads to a
taxonomy that could be a particularly useful foundation on which to build better
tools for the designer. One such tool is a framework for the analysis and
production of one type of collaboration – Redefining Interplay. This type is
intriguing because it results in visual/verbal metaphors that deal with a particular
type of communication problem (Author, 2004). These metaphors build on, but
are not the same as, traditional approaches to imagery and text.

Those traditional approaches include both Hugh Petrie (1979) and Thomas
Sticht’s work on verbal metaphor (1979). Both theorists suggest verbal
metaphors provide imagery that characterizes new learning. Petrie touches on
visual information, stating it is used “…to supplement in a perceptual way the
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new conceptualization suggested by the metaphor” (1993, p. 593). Mark Turner
indicates that verbal, spatially based analogies help us understand abstract ideas
(1996). George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (1980) have pointed out the
importance of verbal metaphor as a way to visually comprehend the world we live
in. Finally, a rich literature concerning textual enhancement indicates that texts
with supplemental visual information provide learning improvement (Mayer, 2002;
Plass et al., 1998; Levin et al., 1987).

While these insights offer important building blocks, Redefining Interplay is not an
argument for improved presentations of textual metaphors with redundant visual
information to supplement those metaphors. Conversely, it is not an argument for
visual metaphors. Instead, Redefining Interplay builds a cross-modal experience
in which both modalities contribute to the message as equal partners. If the
visual and verbal elements are separated, the message loses necessary
information provided by the modality best equipped to deliver that information
(Author, 2004).
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In presenting this case study, it is important to point out the value of any single
example pales in comparison to moving toward a fully developed framework for
all types of visual/verbal collaboration. For this type of collaboration, the
framework consists of four parts: the exigence (bounded by the rhetorical
commonplace), the small spatial story that opens an avenue for the exploration
of the metaphor, the three-part learning process that affects the development of
the metaphor across pages, and certain stylistic concerns that affect the
refinement of the presentation.

1.0. Redefining Interplay
Redefining Interplay is a tight cross-modal collaboration whereby visual concepts
alter the default definitions of verbal concepts. Interestingly, the visual concept
can only perform this task because its many shades of meaning (Solso, 1994)
have been constrained by the very words that are being redefined (Author,
2004). For example, Uwe Loesh was particularly successful when he redefined
the meanings of the words “history” and “argument” for an academic conference.
If the default definition of history concerns what has been preserved, how does
the designer redefine that term to include what has been destroyed? Loesh
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accomplished that goal by presenting the cover page of the conference program,
History As Argument, as if it had gone through a paper shredder; thereby
showing with immediacy that what should be preserved is easily destroyed.
While “argument” can be defined as a discussion between knowledgeable people
of good will, History As Argument going through a paper shredder is a new take
on that word. Similarly, by itself, a paper shredder can communicate many
shades of meaning from the protection of identity to the presentation of
bureaucratic procedure. Loesh transforms the shredder from utilitarian to special
purposes (Radley, 1990) using the text itself to delineate that special purpose.
Loesh communicated history and argument as “radically new knowledge” by
making visual and verbal elements sui generis contributors.

Radically new knowledge, as defined here, is not simply information that is new
to a particular group or even complex information that is new to all groups, but
new knowledge that contradicts established thinking. The audience must
abandon assumed or preferred knowledge in order to take in new and sometimes
less preferred content. In building these arguments, we typically privilege detailed
text. When textual enhancement is used, redundant visual asides merely provide
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spatial clarity. But arguments using linear text, even with textual enhancement,
must be built up over time and pages. Petrie offers the verbal metaphor as a way
of making the radically new idea more vivid and memorable (1979). As Sticht
points out, “...just as the tool function of the telescope is to extend the range of
the eye, so the tool function of the [verbal] metaphor is to extend the capacity of
active memory…” (p. 475). But in using a verbal metaphor, we employ a textually
dominant solution to communicate a visual/verbal idea.

In situations concerning the communication of the radically new through
metaphor, the text is one necessary element, but one we should sometimes
consider separating from its visual counterpart. That separation can be important
because spatially descriptive text usually communicates more than one specific
scene. As Paul Hopper points out, the computer language that results in “one
form – one meaning” is not found in human language. “This is partly because in
real-world language a single set of units and constructions must serve a much
larger set of functions, owing to memory and parsing limitations” (2002, p. 42).
When authors construct scenic descriptions, they not only work with words that
must serve a larger set of functions, they compress scenes and leave out many
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details (Kaufer and Butler, 2000). Authors need reliable collaborators who can
build accurate scenes that echo the author’s intent. But the vocabulary at an
author’s disposal, including a very limited set of descriptors for spatial
relationships (Jackendoff and Landau, 1995), turns the audience into an
unpredictable collaborator. For that reason, the verbal metaphor can morph into
many unexpected or unwanted outcomes. A certain amount of unpredictability
can be an asset when the writer wants an audience to relate rich personal
experience to a new textual world. But when confronted by a situation where
previous experience does not help build new experience, unpredictable
collaborators cannot build the appropriate imagery (Author, 2004).

Petrie, in arguing for verbal metaphor, makes “…the epistemic claim that
metaphor, or something like it, (emphasis mine) renders intelligible the
acquisition of new knowledge” (1979, p. 439). I claim the “something like it”
Petrie suggests might be found in the visual/verbal metaphor.

It is important to note that visual information alone cannot provide these
metaphors either. While Rudolf Arnheim (1969) states we represent knowledge
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visually, both Robert Solso (1994) and E. H. Gombrich (1982) point out visual
information alone does not often produce messages that can be shared.
Gombrich (1982) sheds light on the problem when he notes that captions help
audiences correctly interpret visual information. Visual/verbal collaboration is far
more than a caption-based concern. However, Gombrich’s point concerning the
contribution cross-modal clarity brings to the table should not be minimized
because visual/verbal metaphors have the advantage of two modalities working
in complementary ways. The linear structure of the text encourages a syntax that
can communicate verbal statements, questions and demands (Olson, 1994). The
spatial structure of visual information, which leaves all its elements
“…simultaneously available for processing…” (Pavio, 1986, p.60) does not
encourage syntax. However, visual information is the best way to communicate a
particular scene. Words can never fully describe the scene before our eyes.
Therefore, when both modalities collaborate, authorial intent that would otherwise
stand a good change of being misinterpreted might be communicated more
effectively (Author, 2004).
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Certain theoretical constructs formed the backbone of the following exploration.
First, both modalities are assumed to be sui generis, contributing to the message
in complementary ways. Within that assumption, this framework for production
and analysis makes use of Scott Consigny’s interpretation of the commonplace
(1974), and Mark Turner’s hypothesis concerning the small spatial story (1996).
While this study reflects a linear incorporation of those ideas, the actual
development was not nearly so clear-cut.

2.0. The framework begins with the exigence
This project began when a colleague, David Kaufer, told me that he had a new
hypothesis concerning textual voice. He claimed that textual voice emerges from
underlying principles that could and should be taught. This perspective goes
against established thinking in American composition which holds voice is the
study of individuality and freedom (Harris, 1997). The flexible boundaries of that
definition lead to perspectives including: voice is the unique sounds of a
particular author, voice is a quality of language play, voice is the echo of speech,
and voice is the product of genius. An opposing perspective posits that voice is
the conventions of a discipline (Bartholomae, 1985). Interestingly, those flexible
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definitions emerge from a text-only metaphor, which I have claimed would
encourage these unpredictable outcomes.

Based on my taxonomy for visual/verbal meaning collaboration, Kaufer posited a
claim similar to the, “they think it’s ‘x’ but we know it’s ‘y,’” premise I found in
examples of Redefining Interplay. “They think voice is either a unique presence
or a defined presence, but in Kaufer’s view, textual voice is a quality built from
predictable parts that allow a unique presence to emerge.” To that end, he
identified and named the predictable parts that forward the new definition of
voice.
“They think it’s ‘x’ but we know it’s ‘y,’” is an exigence based on a definitional
commonplace (Aristotle, 1991). I use the term commonplace in the way Scott
Consigny explains it. A commonplace allows the designer to usefully narrow the
direction of the creative process, while simultaneously providing a source of
creative inspiration (1974) – in this case, a definitional source. From the vantage
point of the commonplace, many possibilities can be considered, but only those
options that bring out the exigence of redefinition need be explored.
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2.2. The framework builds the small spatial story.
This commonplace sets the stage for the construction of small spatial stories
(Turner, 1996). Turner states that the story of human thought lies in our
construction of these small spatial stories. Analogies like “shame forced them to
confess” bring hard-to-fathom abstract ideas into a concrete three-dimensional
world (1996). In Redefining Interplay, these spatial stories help the designer
decide what aspect of the story should be projected visually or verbally. In this
case, the story became, “textual voice is identifiable sources that produce unique
sounds.” Sound and source produce imagery while the textual quality of voice as
well as the particular value of the source can be described verbally. These
qualities will collaborate in a co-dependant way.

This story of source and sound stands in stark contrast to an earlier attempt in
which I did not explicitly consider the “spatial” aspect of the story. That first
attempt, “textual voice is making sense” left abstract ideas trapped in their
abstractions with no way to separate the contributions of one modality from the
other.
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2.3. The framework within the design
The title alone, Writing a Voice that can be Heard: lessons in creating human
presence on the page forecasts a textbook genre, but does not begin to forecast
a new definition of voice. Had I added, “textual voice is identifiable sources that
produce unique sounds,” the text alone could have generated a variety of
misleading interpretations. For example, the source could have been interpreted
as a group of established authors who inspire emerging writers. Petrie notes the
metaphor must guard against this kind of misleading interpretation (1979). I claim
visual/verbal collaborative metaphors stand a better chance of guarding against
those interpretations, while presenting the three-part learning process Petrie
(1979) advocates. That process consists of: the introduction of a paradox, the
presentation of the metaphor, activity, and correction.

2.3.1. The paradox
The kind of metaphors that can alter frameworks of understanding, are those that
Petrie states in “Metaphor and Learning” (1979) reflect a three-part process.
Petrie states that the acquisition of the radically new begins with the introduction
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of an anomaly (Green [1979] refers to it as a paradox). My definitional
commonplace presented a paradox of “unique predictability.”
One early attempt at creating that paradox led to a design using an array of
typeface examples of the letter “c” meant to convey the problem that arises when
unique, but meaningless sounds dominate the definition of voice. I introduced a
source to show the audience the importance of turning these meaningless
letterforms into meaningful experience. In this example, the letter “c” turned into
the letter grade “C-.“ That iteration failed mainly because informal user testing
showed the letter grade led away from concerns about textual voice and to
tangential schemata related to academic failure.
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I then created this design in which handset type stands for source, while rubbings
on paper overlaid on the type stand for sound. Handset type is an artifact with a
history, but one that would be less likely to set off tangential, deeply felt personal
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experience. For that reason, the handset type could more easily be transformed
from ordinary to special purposes (Radley, 1990).

The cover of this book cannot present enough information to fully introduce the
paradox. Even though a unique rubbing represents “writing a voice…” on the left,
while the handset type represents “being heard” on the right, the importance of
the two different media might not be immediately apparent. Introducing the
paradox happens in two stages.
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On the left side of this title spread, the text states, “this is not quite a voice...that
can be heard.” “Voice” is a rubbing that almost disappears. If the audience hadn’t
seen the word before, they might not be able to make it out at all. That alteration,
coupled with the cover, introduces the paradox of unique predictability in a voice
that both can and cannot quite be heard. The title page does violate genre
expectations, but the new descriptive text is needed to focus our understanding
(Barthes, 1977).

2.3.2. The presentation of the metaphor
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On this next two-page spread, the left and right sides present the metaphor. A
somewhat unpredictable exploration can be found on the left-hand side. The
counterproposal is presented on the right. Allowing some of the word “writing” to
go missing on the left, just as most of the word “voice” is missing on the title
page, visualizes what can be lost when unpredictable exploration takes over. The
text describes the consequences of such a loss. The right side of the page shows
a known source presented to help the writer discover the importance of gaining
mastery over unpredictable sounds. It uses imagery to narrow the interpretations
of the source while verbally describing the value of that source.

The command to, “[l]ook out at the rubbing on this page….” Shows a stylistic
concern with cohesion by providing the audience with invitations to both look and
read. The grayed text then helps the audience find their way back after looking.
The invitation to look out to rubbing and hot type invites non-linguistic
understanding of the radically new Petrie states is so important to learning
(1979). However, the text is equally important for two reasons. The text contains
the ideas that must not only be redefined but also must constrain the unstable
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interpretations contained in the visual information. As Yarbus found empirically,
words alter what we notice when looking at imagery (1967).

Putting all the text dealing with unpredictable language play on the left side of the
spread with the rubbing, while all the text dealing with sources goes on the right
with the handset type, is a move made to improve the cohesion between visual
and verbal concepts. Maintaining close proximity between visual and verbal
elements provides “content collocation” (Author, 2004). M. A. K. Halliday and
Ruqaiya Hasan (1976) refer to collocation (the close proximity of one word to
another) as a way words create cohesive meaning bonds to other words. In this
case, words and visual information had to have strong cohesive bonds to
stylistically forward authorial intention.

3.3.3. Activity and correction
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A focus on activity and correction begins on the above two-page spread. This
spread forecasts activities concerning sources rather than sounds.
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The table of contents presents the specific activities that will bring further
correction concerning the sources of voice. Each chapter emphasizes a different
essential source. The correction focuses on the problems encountered when any
source is ignored. Without the sources, developing interesting and useful sounds
is a hit or miss proposition.
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In this page, the chapter begins. The details of the text are framed by the earlier
gestalt understanding found in the visual/verbal metaphor. The audience has a
tool to extend memory as those details fall into place.

This case study began with a taxonomy bounded by assumptions that helped to
inform both that taxonomy and the subsequent development of this framework for
the analysis and production of Redefining Interplay. Redefining Interplay is a rich
area for the study of invention and composition – one that might limit unintended
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audience interpretations, and for that reason, one that has been ignored for too
long.
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